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Abstract. An important aspect of regression testing is to prioritize the
test cases which need to be ordered to execute based on speciﬁc criteria.
This research work presents a novel approach to prioritizing test cases
in order to enhance the rate of fault detection. Our approach is based
on probability theory and utilizes Bayesian Networks (BN) to incorporate source code changes, software fault-proneness, and test coverage
data into a uniﬁed model. As a proof of concept, the proposed approach
is applied to eight consecutive versions of a large-size software system.
The obtained results indicate a signiﬁcant increase in the rate of fault
detection when a reasonable number of faults are available.
Keywords: Test case Prioritization, Regression Testing, Bayesian Networks.

1

Introduction

Prioritizing existing test cases from earlier versions of software is one of the
main techniques used to address the problem of regression testing. Regression
testing is considered as one of the most expensive tasks in software maintenance
activities [1]. Such a technique uses the test-suite developed for an earlier version of a software system to conform the new added requirement in the current
version. Selecting all or a portion of the test-suite to execute which is referred
to as Regression Selection Techniques (RST) can be very costly [2,3,4]. Furthermore using RST, testers do not have the option to adjust their test-eﬀort
to their budget. To provide the missing ﬂexibility, researchers have introduced
prioritization techniques [5,6] by means of which testers can order the test cases
based on certain criteria, and then run them in the speciﬁed order and as much
as they can aﬀord. To further assist testers to adjust the cost and eﬀort, models
of cost-beneﬁt analysis are introduced [7]. During the past ten years, there has
been much research on techniques of prioritization [8,9,10,11,12,13].
Despite all the above-mentioned research activities, empirical studies indicate
that there is a signiﬁcant gap between optimal solutions to prioritization problem
and proposed techniques [9]. Also, they show that the performance of diﬀerent
techniques depend largely on the target software system. Furthermore, one can
imply that techniques using more than one factor typically perform better than
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those with one criterion. Therefore, to ﬁll the mentioned gap, we need to build
techniques which can incorporate a diverse range of available data, from test
coverage to history of fault detection.
In this paper, we present a novel test-suite prioritization framework which
integrates various sources of information into one single model. Our technique
is based on a probabilistic speciﬁcation of the problem. Similar to the deﬁnition
of Kim at el. [10], our prioritization approach is based on ordering test cases
according to their success probability. The proposed process uses conditional
probability and utilizes a Bayesian Network [14] model which takes advantage
of source code modiﬁcation information, univariate measures of fault-proneness,
and test coverage data. We evaluate the performance of our technique using
APFD (Average Percentage Faults Detected) [5] measure on eight consecutive
versions of a large-size Java application augmented with hand-seeded faults; we
then compare our results to some of the common techniques from literature. The
results show that when there are reasonable number of faults in the source code,
our proposed novel technique is capable of achieving better values of APFD in
the comparison with other techniques.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with the problem statement. Then, our proposed approach to solve the problem is presented.
Section 4 gives a brief introduction to Bayesian Networks (BN) while elaborating on how we have designed our BN model. Section 5 discusses the obtained
results after applying our techniques on a large size case study. Finally we make
conclusion and point out some future directions for this research work.

2

Problem Statement

The classic deﬁnition of test case prioritization is based on ﬁnding a permutation
of test cases which can maximize an award function [5]. Kim et al. look at the
same problem from a probabilistic point of view. They describe prioritization as:
i) applying an RST technique, ii) assigning a selection probability to each of the
remaining tests, iii) drawing a test case using the assigned probabilities, and iv)
repeating until time is exhausted. Adopting the probabilistic nature of their description and with some modiﬁcation, a prioritization can be considered as:
1. Gathering all “useful” evidences Ei from software system.
2. Using a “prioritization technique” to assign a probability of success to each
test case ti in test-suite T, given all the evidences P (Tj |E1 , . . . , En ).
3. Selecting and running a test case from T based on the deﬁned probability
model.
4. Updating the P (Tj |E1 , . . . , En ) values when applicable.
5. Repeating step 4 until release criteria is met.
We do not think of the ﬁrst step in Kim’s description as a part of prioritization; thus, it is taken out. Moreover, in this approach some sort of selection
is automatically done when low probabilities are assigned to test cases. However,
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in practice one may prefer to apply some less costly selection techniques before prioritization in order to reduce the size of test-suite. “Useful” evidence in
step 1 means all information the “prioritization technique” of step 2 is interested
in (e.g. test coverage information, code change). In step 2, the main part of this
process, we have a set of random variables ti , each of which reﬂect the outcome
of a test case ti from T. These variables have two possible values of “Success”
(meaning that a defect is detected) and “Failure”. The event of “Success” in ti
is denoted as Ti . A “prioritization techniques” is a systematic way to estimate
all P (Tj |E1 , . . . , En )s. Step 3 is also slightly diﬀerent than Kim’s. Although the
notion of drawing test cases using assigned probabilities is interesting in that it
gives all test cases some selection chance and helps discover the residual faults,
it is not the only option. One may simply order test cases according to their
probability, particularly when experimentation is involved deterministic nature
of the later approach is more appropriate. Step 4 is an important addition to
previous deﬁnitions which provides a feedback mechanism to add the learned
information from each test execution (e.g. its outcome) to the model deﬁned
in step 2. Note that this mechanism includes, but is not limited to the techniques of [5] where feedback is used while ordering test cases not after each run.
Finally, in step 5 we generalize the stopping condition to “met release criteria”
which can be anything from testing time exhaustion to reliability requirement
satisfaction [15].
The proposed view of prioritization can be applied to existing techniques. In
the following, two families of existing techniques are brieﬂy described in accordance with the aforementioned view of prioritization problem.
– Coverage-based Techniques. The most important aspect of any technique is the set of evidences it takes advantage of. In this family of prioritization techniques, the evidence variable is the number of code elements that
are covered by each test case. For example, at method level coverage-based
technique, the number of covered methods is used to estimate the probability
of success for each test case:
P (Tj |E) =

the number of methods covered by ti
total number of methods

– Change-coverage Techniques. In this family of techniques both information of test coverage and source code change are used as the evidence. At
block level, for example, the estimation of success probability is:
P (Tj |E) =

the number of changed blocks covered by ti
total number of changed blocks

The main part of the described process is step 2 where one should estimate the
probability of success for each test case. The problem that this paper addresses
is to build such techniques. In the following section, our approach to solve this
problem is described.
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Proposed Approach

Our approach addresses the prioritization problem by: i) extracting diﬀerent
sets of evidence from the source code, ii) integrating all information to a single Bayesian network model, and iii) using probabilistic inference to compute
P (Tj |E) values. Fig. 1 illustrates a high-level schema of this approach. The ﬁrst
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Fig. 1. Three Phases of Proposed Approach

step in performing prioritization is to gather all useful information that is to be
included in the model. Our current solution exploits three sources of information: software quality metrics, test coverage measures, and change analysis data.
Extracting evidences is undertaken in order to provide the necessary data for
the next phase, Building Bayesian Network, in which an inclusive probabilistic
model to relate these data is built. The details and rational behind using these
evidences will be covered in the next section, where we give an in-depth description of the second phase. The last phase is to employ the probabilistic inference
algorithms to associate to each test case its probability of success given the collected evidences. Note that the ﬁrst and last phases are well-established research
works and here we just make use of the existing contributions to implement them.

4

Building Bayesian Network

In this section, ﬁrst we introduce Bayesian Networks brieﬂy and then elaborate
further on the second phase of our proposed process through which the other
phases are more clariﬁed.
4.1

Background: Bayesian Network

Bayesian Network (BN) is a special type of “probabilistic graphical models” [14].
A BN is a directed acyclic graph consisting of three elements: nodes representing random variables, arcs representing probabilistic dependency among
those variables, and Conditional Probability Distribution Table (CPT) for each
variable, given its parents. The nodes can be either evidence or latent variables.
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An evidence variable is a variable of which we know its values (i.e. it is measured). Arcs specify the causal relation between variables. Each node has a table
which includes the probabilities of outcomes of its variable given the values of its
parents.
Bayesian networks reﬂect the belief of experts about the problem domain. They
can be used to answer probabilistic queries. For example, based on the evidence
(observed) variables, the posterior probability distributions of some other variables can be computed (probabilistic inference). However, designing a BN model
is not a trivial task. There are two facets to modeling a BN, designing the structure and computing the parameters. Regarding the ﬁrst issue, the notions of conditional independence and causal relation [16] can be of great help. Intuitively,
two events (variables) are conditionally independent if knowing the value of some
other variables makes the outcomes of those events independent. It is important
to make sure that conditionally independent variables are not connected to each
other. Designing based on causal relationships is one way to achieve that. For computing the parameters, expert knowledge, statistical learning, and probabilistic
estimations can be used. One potential problem is that we may know how a variable is dependent on each of its parents, but do not have its distribution conditioned on all parents. In these situations, “noisy-OR” assumption can be helpful.
The noisy-OR assumption gives the interaction between the parents and the child
a causal interpretation and assumes that all causes (parents) are independent of
each other in terms of their inﬂuence on the child [14]. More formally, this assumption asserts whatever prevents one parent to cause a child is independent
from what prevents the other parents to cause the child.
4.2

Proposed BN Model

Empirical studies conducted in the literature indicate that an important factor
in performance of a technique is the evidences it utilizes [9]. The rational behind
using Bayesian networks for prioritization is to unify various types of evidences
in one single model.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, modeling is the main focus in solving the problems using BN. A description of how three basic elements of a BN is designed
in our approach follows:
Nodes. There are three categories of nodes in these models:
• ce : These variables represent change in the elements of the program. Each
software element in the considered level of granularity (i.e. a class) has a node
of this type. These variables can take a value of “Changed” or “Unchanged”.
• fe : This category reﬂects our belief whether each element is faulty. Similar
to the previous family, each element of the program has one node and each node
can have the values of “Faulty”, or “Non-Faulty”.
• t : These variables represent the outcome of a test case which can be “Success” or “Failure”. Each test case has one node of this type and the probability
distributions of these nodes are what we are looking for P (Ti |E).
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Arcs. Each arc in a BN indicates a causal relation between variables of two
connected nodes. There are two set of arcs in our network:
• ce − fe : Each fe node is the child of the corresponding (i.e. of the same
code element) ce node. The existence of these arcs reﬂect the causal relation
that changes to elements of software can introduce faults in the same element.
• fe − t : Each t node is the child of some fe nodes. These arcs imply the
causal relation between presence of fault in a software element and success of
test cases that examine that element.
In Fig. 2 the overall structure of the designed model is illustrated. Each ce
node is connected to one fe node and the fe nodes are connected to an arbitrary
number of t nodes.
Change Data

Fault-proneness

Test Coverage

Fig. 2. The Structure of the Bayesian Network

CPT. Each category of nodes has its own Conditional Probability Table:
• P (cei ) : ce nodes are not the child of any other node, so their distribution
is not conditional. These nodes are the only “observed” variables of the model.
In a simple model, P (cei = Changed) can be set to either 0 or 1, meaning that
software is either “Changed” or “Unchanged”. However, they also can be used
to represent the amount of change an element has gone through. In this case
cei variables mean the eﬀective change of the element and P (cei = Changed)
reﬂects our belief that the element has been eﬀectively changed.
P (cei = Changed) = ChangeIntensity(ei)
In this formula, ChangeIntensity(ei) is a function which returns how
much semantic change the element ei has gone through. This function can be
implemented with algorithms as simple as Unix diﬀ. In our study, we have used
an algorithm presented in [17] which uses byte code to estimate similarity between two versions of a program.
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• P (fei |cei ) : Each fe nodes is a child of one and only one parent, which is
the corresponding ce variable. Considering that both fe and ce can take two
values, the CPT will contain 4 values, two of which are trivial, since P (fe =
F aulty|ce) = 1 − P (fe = N on-F aulty|ce). Therefore, we need to estimate two
values: P (fe = F aulty|ce = Changed) and P (fe = F aulty|ce = U nchanged). In
general, the probability of presence of fault in software is called fault-proneness
and is profoundly studied in literature [18,19]. It is empirically shown that one
can approximately predict the fault-proneness of code elements using software
metrics. To build these models of fault-prediction, there are two major options:
multivariate and univariate models. Univariate models estimate fault-proneness
using one single metric. Multivariate models, on the other hand, are a linear combination of univariate models. To use multivariate models, one should “train”
the model on a second program and apply the potentially biased model to the
system in question. As empirically evaluated in [18], using this approach, multivariate models do not necessarily generate better results; thus, in this work we
use univariate models. The aforementioned studies (and also an empirical study
on the relation between APFD and software metrics [20]) indicate that measures
of complexity and coupling are better indicators of fault-proneness. One speciﬁc
study [19] has shown that coupling is a signiﬁcantly better measure than other
metrics. Although our model can ﬁt in any software metric, here we use measures
of coupling as an indicator fault-proneness:
P (fei = P resent|cei = Changed) =

α CBO(ei )
+ δ1 , (α + δ1 ≤ 1)
max(CBO(ex ))

In this formula, ei is an element of the system, say a class, and CBO (Coupling
between Objects) is an object-oriented metric from Chidamber and Kemerer
suite [21] which counts the number of classes to which a given class is coupled
(i.e. uses its methods and/or ﬁelds). The choice of this metric is based on the
mentioned empirical studies. The dominator is a normalization factor and α and
δ1 bound the probability of fault introduction.
As for P (fei = F aulty|cei = U nchanged), estimating this value is tricky
because it represents the less probable situation that an element is faulty, even
though it is not changed. This can happen because of residual faults (from previous versions) or because of the impact of changes in other elements. Estimating
both causes is hard and calls for more thorough empirical studies. In current
modelling we use the following formula:
P (fei =F aulty|cei =U nchanged) =

β f -out(ei )
+ δ2 , (β + δ2  α + δ1 ≤ 1)
max(f -out(ex ))

Here, f -out (fan out), is a measure of the number of classes an speciﬁc class is
coupled to (i.e. uses them) [22]. Using this metric is mostly in order to capture
change impacts. As known, the more fan out a class has, the more it is endangered by changes of other classes. The important invariant is that the probability
of fault presence in unchanged elements should be much less than in changed
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elements. Let γ = α+δ1
β+δ2 . By adjusting γ (the change eﬀect factor) we can control
the degree to which the presence of change in an element raises our belief in its
fault-proneness.
• P (ti |fe1 . . . fen ) : Unlike the other node types, t nodes can have more than
one parent. That is due to the fact that a test case may be able to ﬁnd faults
from diﬀerent elements of the software. These values can be determined according to the coverage information of a test case. Normally, the information of test
coverage is available only when test cases are executed and prioritization does
not have any justiﬁcation. The solution is to use the coverage information from
previous versions for the current program. To further enhance the reliability of
this solution, one may use heuristics of [12] (however, we believe even without these heuristics, the estimation is reasonable). Having test coverages, we
estimate:
P (ti = Success|fej = F aulty) = Cov(ti , ej )
Where Cov(ti , ej ) is a function returning the percentage of the code element
j covered by test case i. This formula estimates the relation between a test
case and one single element. However, to build the CPT we need the probability of success for a test given all combinations of values of fe variables. In
this situation, the table would become enormous and its size would grow exponentially with the number of covered elements by a test. In order to cope with
this problem, we make the noisy-OR assumption, explained in Section 4.1. The
assumption is that the relation of a test case to an element is independent from
its relation to any other element. It can be argued that the ability of a test
case to reveal a fault in one element is not related to its fault revealing ability
in other elements, hence the assumption. Having the noisy-OR assumption we
can say:
P (ti |fe1 . . . fen ) = 1 − (1 − P0 )

 (1 − P (Ti |fej = F aulty))
1 − P0
j

(1)

In this formula, P0 is P (Ti |fe1 = N on-F aulty, . . . , fen = N on-F aulty). This
value (also called “leak”) is the probability of a test case succeeding even though
all of its related elements are non-faulty. This value should be zero unless the
information of coverage is incomplete or there exists an integration fault. For
consideration of these causes, a very small constant can be assigned to leak parameter. Formula 1 is a straight-forward usage of noisy-or formula (justiﬁcation
of this formula can be found in BN references such as [16]).
In this model ce nodes are observations and to estimate the distribution of t
nodes (the desired variables), we need to perform probabilistic inference. There
are many inference algorithms introduced for BNs which generally fall into two
categories of exact and sampling algorithms. Due to well-structured nature (three
layers of independent variables) of our network, we can use exact inference even
for large systems. Details of how inference algorithms work are out of the scope
of this paper but the general idea is ﬁrst compiling the directed graph into a
tree, and then updating the probabilities in the tree.
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Experiment

To evaluate the proposed approach, we have built a semi-automated environment for test case prioritization. As a proof of concept, eight consecutive
versions of Apache Ant [23] with a catalogue of 10 prioritization techniques are
examined.
5.1

Prioritization Environment

To assist future experiments of test case prioritization, a semi-automated framework is implemented. Fig. 3 depicts a high-level schema of this system.

Report Generator
Metrics

Change

Test Coverage

Software System

Prioritization Techniques
M_A_Cov

Chg_Cov

Random

Chg_A_Cov

C_A_Cov

Optimal

M_Cov

BN

Original

C_Cov

Report Repository
Evaluation
APDF

Test Execution Information

Fig. 3. The High-Level Schema of the Framework

The ﬁrst subsystem, “Report Generator”, is mostly implemented using external tools. To collect software metrics, a tool called ckjm [24] is used; for gathering coverage information Emma [25] is utilized and the change information is
obtained from Sandmark [17] which is a watermarking program but provides interesting change track algorithms. In the second subsystem,“Prioritization Techniques”, diﬀerent techniques of prioritization are implemented. This subsystem
uses generated reports from the ﬁrst subsystem. For implementing the BN technique we have used Smile Library [26]. Finally, the last subsystem, “Evaluation”,
is responsible for measuring evaluation metrics (merely APFD).
5.2

Experiment Setup

Subject Program. Performing experiments in test case prioritization calls for
many artifacts some of which are very expensive to gather. In particular, the
subject program needs to have many faulty versions. Do et al. [27] have built a
repository of C and Java open source programs with hand seeded faults called
“Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR)”. From their Java repository,
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Table 1. Eight Consecutive Versions of Apache Ant
Metric Name
Faults Count
Test Case Count
Number of Classes
Lines Of Code (K)

v0
0
0
143
23

v1
1
28
229
37

v2
1
34
343
57

v3
2
52
343
57

v4
4
52
533
95

v5
4
101
537
97

v6
1
104
537
97

v7
6
105
650
124

Apache Ant has the most number of seeded faults and has a reasonable size
(Table 1). We have used this program for all of our experimentation.
Evaluation Metric. To be able to compare our results to other empirical studies (esp. those of [8] as one of the rare studies focusing on Java programs), APFD
is used as the evaluation metric. This metric aims to calculate fault detection rate
by measuring the weighted average of the percentage of faults detected over the
test suite execution period. APFD values range from 0 to 100 and higher numbers
indicate faster fault detection rates. Its precise deﬁnition can be found in [5]. However, this metric has some drawbacks, for example, it neither takes into account
the cost of each individual test nor the severity of faults.
Prioritization Techniques. In this study, ten prioritization techniques are
examined. Table 2 lists these techniques. The ﬁrst three are control techniques:
Optimal is the best possible order computed in a greedy manner; Random orders
randomly (the average of 50 runs); and Original is the original order of test cases.
The next six techniques are based on [8] and use coverage information. Their
diﬀerence is in evidences used, granularity level, and use of feedback mechanism.
Here, feedback means adjusting the coverage information after adding any test
case to the order such that elements that are already covered do not aﬀect next
selections ([8]). Finally, BN represents our approach where the parameters are
set as: α = 0.8, δ1 = δ2 = 0.1, and γ = 8.
Table 2. Prioritization Techniques Used in the Experimentation
Name
Optimal
Random
Original
C Cov (Class Coverage)
M Cov (Method Coverage)
C A Cov (Class Additional Coverage)
M A Cov (Method Additional Coverage)
Chg Cov (Change Coverage)
Chg A Cov (Change Additional Coverage)
BN

Evidences
Fault Matrix
Nothing
Nothing
Coverage
Coverage
Coverage
Coverage
Coverage+Change
Coverage+Change
All

Level Feedback
N/A
Yes
N/A
No
N/A
No
Class
No
Method
No
Class
Yes
Method
Yes
Class
No
Class
Yes
Class
No
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Discussion on Obtained Results

The results of the case study are depicted in Fig. 4. Almost all techniques perform better than “random” and “original” (the two control techniques). As far as
the level of granularity for coverage information is concerned, there is no meaningful diﬀerence between class level and method level techniques. This result is
in accordance with past empirical studies (although to our knowledge, class-level
coverage were not previously inspected), and suggests using class level coverage
information which is much easier to obtain. Also, it is evident that techniques
employing the feedback mechanism (or “additional techniques”) bring about
better results. Although using change data leads to a 2% increase in the average APFD value (Table 3), there is no strong evidence that they outperform
techniques with merely coverage information.

(a) All Versions

(b) Versions with More Than One Fault

Fig. 4. Boxplot Diagram of the Experiment Results

As for BN technique, the median of its AFPD values among all versions is
better than all other techniques (however not signiﬁcantly). When considering
average instead of median, although it is performing better than most of the
techniques, it is not the best when we consider all the versions of the subject
program (Table 3). More speciﬁcally, in average BN is performing better than all
techniques without feedback mechanism, but worse than additional techniques.
Note that BN as implemented in this experimentation does not take the advantage of any feedback. Taking a closer look at the data, we noticed that in many
versions, BN technique is achieving the best performance. To inspect why the
average performance of BN is not the best, the fault information of the subject
program should be considered. There are three versions of the ant case study
which are seeded only with one fault. The results indicate that on these three
versions, BN achieves less fault detection rate than the other techniques. However, one can argue that one single fault does not provide a reliable basis for
comparison of techniques. Thus, we took out the versions with one fault (three
versions were such) and compared the results again.
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Fig. 4 (b) illustrates that BN is performing better than all the other techniques, in this scenario. There is strong evidence that BN median values are
better than all other techniques. Moreover, it results in better average APFD
values. In average, it produces 5% better APFD values than the second best
technique(Chg A Cov), 11% better than the average of all techniques except
optimal, and 17% better than the original order (Table 3).

Table 3. Average and Standard Error of Diﬀerent Techniques
Technique
Name
Optimal
Original
Random
C Cov
M COV
C A Cov
M A COV
Chg Cov
Chg A Cov
BN

All Versions
Average
SD
100.47917
1.03495
52.62632
24.43825
62.61275
9.54245
60.18787
30.75548
63.94816
27.70506
79.80473
10.55892
81.44635
10.32284
59.79584
29.16008
81.84868
11.73580
67.66124
29.40874

More Than One Fault
Average
SD
99.90429
0.89719
66.03252
24.57651
69.28956
6.47141
77.35928
8.79435
73.09323
14.88074
72.11833
13.09055
75.01233
7.09485
74.55728
11.42936
79.56256
11.04775
83.19689
17.88581

To further inspect the eﬀect of the number of faults, we depicted APFD of the
techniques versus the number of faults. Fig. 5 shows when the fault count of the
system grows, the APFD value of “additional” techniques decrease; whereas
the BN see an increase in the value of APFD. This suggests that feedback
employing techniques perform better when a very small number of faults are
available, but as the potential number of faults grows BN is the most promising
technique. This result sounds rational because BN is a model based on probabilities and the more number of trials, the more reliable the results of a probabilistic
model.
Fig. 5 also shows another interesting phenomenon. While all “additional”
techniques have a negative slop, the techniques with no feedback mechanism
all see an increase in APFD with number of faults. This observation should
be empirically evaluated because when generalized, it has a very important
practical implication: when the software is believed to contain many faults,
the use of feedback is not useful but in more reliable systems, when testers struggle to ﬁnd the last faults, feedback can improve the rate of fault
detection.
In conclusion, BN technique seems to perform better than any other technique inspected here, when there are more number of faults. In three out of four
versions with more than one fault, the BN produced the best results. Therefore,
authors believe that the BN technique will perform very well when applied in
practice to software systems that typically contain much more faults.
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Fig. 5. APFD versus Fault Counts

6

Related Work

Many techniques for prioritization along with measures of assessing their performance have been introduced in literature. In [5], authors introduce APFD
as a measure of fault detection rate and empirically evaluate their catalogue of
techniques. In [9], more techniques with more than one criterion, are evaluated
on larger case studies. In [8], the authors take a similar approach and evaluate
similar techniques on Java programs and JUnit test cases.
Kim et al. [10] formulate test case prioritization based on the probability
theory and focus on history-based prioritization to address the issue of continues software evolution and regression testing. They also introduce “total eﬀort”
and “fault-age” to measure cost-beneﬁt trade-oﬀs. Srivastava et al. have built
Echelon [12] system to deal with prioritization in industrial environment. They
propose extracting coverage information from byte-code for better performance
and also provide some heuristics to address the high cost of gathering coverage
information. Saﬀ et al. [11] take a completely diﬀerent approach by introducing
continues testing. They developed a plug-in for Eclipse IDE and used developer behavior modelling to test software on the ﬂy and during development.
PORT [28] is another attempt in which potential defect severity and also issues
related to testing of new code in regression testing are taken to account. More
recently, Walcott et al. utilize Genetic Algorithms to solve the prioritization
problem in a time-constrained situation [13].
On the other hand, employing Bayesian networks for testing has been addressed by some researchers. As early as 1997, in [29] authors described ways
of modelling uncertainty in software into BN models that can be later used by
testers and managers for either conﬁrming, evaluating or predicting software uncertainties. In [30], authors use graphical models to provide a prediction model
for the whole problem of software testing, and in [31] Bayesian networks is used
to asses the overall software quality.

7

Conclusion and The Future Work

In this paper we ﬁrst described test case prioritization problem from a probabilistic point of view, and then proposed a new approach to solve this problem
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using Bayesian networks. We introduced our framework to implement the approach and presented the results of a case study. The results suggest that the
new approach can achieve high values of APFD, especially when the number of
available faults are reasonable.
In the pursual of future research, ﬁrst the results should be further inspected
using empirical experiments and taking into account cost-beneﬁt models. Also,
the software faults in this case study are all hand-seeded and their representatives
of real faults may be argued. Therefore, it is critical to evaluate this approach
on programs that contain a reasonable number of real faults.
Moreover, the feedback mechanism as described in the problem statement
section, can be added to this approach by simply making evidence nodes in BN
after each test run. This may result in longer inference time, so cost-eﬀectiveness
should be carefully considered. The use of other metrics for fault-proneness and
change analysis is another way of extending this work. Finally, other metrics of
evaluation of prioritization techniques should be introduced and examined.
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